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FFA doing DNA testing
Springfield FFA, under the guidance of ogy and human gengme:

egri"ntiur. Teacher and FFA Advisor T.J. DNA testing is.also important in agricul-

Brlwn, are conducting DNA tests to deter- ture. DNA testing is used to identiff and pro-

mine bacteria and fiingal DNA extracted tect rare species of organisms and prevent

from soil. " them from being wiped out due to the indus-

DNA is material that governs inheritance trial agriculture'

or 
"v" 

.oror, hair color, Jtut*", bone densi- DNA tech can help in conventional plant

tV uitO many other human and animal traits. breeding'

ONA i, a long, but narrow string-like object. DNA can be used to determine traits in

n-orre-foot-to:ng string or stranl of DNA is livestock and detect some geneaic problems

nor-uffy packe-d into-a space roughly equal and avoid using those for breeding purposes

to a cube^ l/millionth of an inch 
-ott'u rid". DNA is used to identiff genetically modi-

fttir is possible only because DNA is a yery fied organisms,. or t9 determine organisms

thi, ;t ilg A strand of DNA is made up of present in genetic traits in seeds such as com,

tiny building-blocks. soybeans, orAuit tree.s'

fr"r onry"ooes the human body rely on Springfield. FFA will do three more DNA

DNA but so do most living things including experiments in the- near future - one with

p*., animals and bacterii. corn where they'll look for genetically modi--
' tNi testing is used in forensics medicine fied organism; one with milk to determine if
to -utrt a saiple from the crime site with a it came from cows or goats; and will then put

suspect. jellyfish genes in e-coli to make them glow

dNA testing is important in healthcare, le- in the dark'

gal, law enforcement, court of law, archeol-

Parker Kretsch is putting DNA samples into the PCR (polymerase

cnain reaction) machine-to replicate a single cell of DNA into thou-

sands.
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FFA DNA testing
i-'rily Scholtz, Sam Horman, David Krueger and Meghan Plotz are micro pipetting

l'lA and primers to prepare for PCR.
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.'a.DerWal and Justin Rosensiengel are putting DNA into a gel for electopho-
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